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ACQUISITION EXPERTISE
ACTIVITY FLAT
APPLICATION FORCE
ARMS GROWTH
ART INCREASING
BUSINESS LABOR
CAPACITY LAW
CAPITALISM MANAGEMENT
CAUSES POLICY
COMBINED PORTFOLIO
COMPOUNDED PRINCIPLES
CONFLICT PRODUCTION
COUPLED RESOLUTION
CREATIVE RESOURCE
DEMAND SERENDIPITOUS
DIVERSIFICATION TEAM
DRAMATIC TIMES
ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY
ECONOMY UNPREDICTED
EFFECTS UTILIZATION
EXPANSION VERSUS

If readers in your library come up with any other One Book ideas, please pass them along to Sally Snyder at sally.snyder@nebraska.gov or call her at 402-471-4003.

Puzzles, discussion questions, and more: [http://nlc.nebraska.gov/youth/obok/](http://nlc.nebraska.gov/youth/obok/)